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Eddy Current Examination

of Gear Systems
This nondestroctivel testing method cen save time and labor.

'Chriistopher E. Colllins

onde truetive exami-
nation ,(NDE) _of fer-.
reus and nonferrous
marertata ha long

proved an effective mainte-
nance and anomaly charac-
terization mol for many
indu trie . Recent research
h expanded its applicabili-
ty to include the in pection
of large, open gear drives ..
Difficulties inherent in other
NDE methods make them
time-consuming and labor-
inten ive, They also present
the u er with the environ-
mental. problem of the dis-
po al of u ed oil. The 'eddy
CUHen,[ method addresses
these problems.

Nondestructive examina-
tion i the in pection of an
object or material in a man-
ner that doe not impnir i[S
future usefulne . The ferm,
.fit and function of the test
piece or material are not
damaged by the examina-
tion. Standard NDE tech-
nique currently available for
detection of : mace flaw in
gear ynem include dye
penerrams, magnetic parti.cle
examination and pecialized
ultrasonic procedure . A list
of the five major NDB field
technique and a brief
description of each method
is found in Table 1.

The magnetic particle
examination melllod is Com-

manly used to detect surface
flaws in the' tooth roots in
gear sy tern . This technique,
while simple to perform. i
very complex. because of tile
number of variables that
must be con idered, Does the
inspector u e wet or dry
media? Vi ible or fluorescent
magnetic particles? Is proper
fighting !Ivail.a'ble for the
technique being u ed? Is the
test material completely
dean (lubricant free)-an
absolute necessity in the
magnetic particle and dye
penetrant method ?

Eddy Curnml: T,esUng
Principles

Eddycurrent examination
is ba ed on the process of
electromagnetic induction.
Alternating current flowing
through a coil produces a
magnetic field (primary mag-
netic field). If a conductive
'test piece i placed in do e
proximity to the coil, the
changing magnetic field
induce a currern in the test
piece. The induced. electro-
magnetic field provides for
eddy current .flow.

The now of eddy currents
depend on numerous van-
ables related to te t piece
propertie and the electronic
characteristics of the te t
equipment. As 'eddy currents
flow, they genera.te their own
magnetic field (secondary

Table 1 - The Five Major N,ondestructive
Examination Techniques

Ultrasonic Enmin.tion. Most ultrasonic testing cencemrates on
the interior of the component. The most common method is to use
a transducer 10 send ultrasonic vibrations through the test object
The transducer converts electrical signals, senl from an oscillo-
scope, into ultrasonic vibrations. lntsrier defects show up in the
sound waves reflected back to the transducer. The transducar
converts the sound energy beck to an 'electrical Signal lor displav
on the oscilloscope. Examiningl a weld or component can be quick
and economical, butlhe skill of the inspector, coupled Wllh the
expense of his training and equipment, is a limillng factor.

Eddy ,CurTlnl Ex.minllriDn. Eddy current r,esting uses an IIlternat-
ing magnetic field to induce small electric currents in 'the compo-
nent being exammed. These currents are affected by surface Dr
slightly sub-surface abnormalities in the components. Defect indi-
cations appear onU1e instrument CRT. EddV current testing is lim-
ited to conductive materials. Care must be taken to, aYOId false
indications dUB to part geometry or permeability \I riations lIerro-
magnetic materials).

M,Ign.ric PlIl1iel. Examinarion. The magneuc particle eKamina-
tion technique detects surface and slightly sua-surtaea indica-
tions. While providing a mag,netizing force over a test area of the
component, the inspector sprays a suspension of colorized iron fil-
ings (either dry' or wet fluorescent) Within tha magnetized area.
The iron filings align themselves along the artificial. magnetic field
created by any defects. The process is simple 10 use and some
methods do not require extensive training. The test. surface should
be completely cleaned belore a,pplying the magnetic particles.
Many components require demagnification after testing.

t.i'luld P"n"tmnt Examination. Penetr nts detect surface flaws by
permeating cracks or pores. A small amount of penetrant is
applied to B test area. Alter a speCified "dwell time" has elapsed,.
the penetrant IS removed from the surface. A blotter-like develop-
er is applied over the test surfac,a. The developer draws excess
penelrant tram the detects. The ~enetrant is either a colorlnat
contrasts strongly against the component background, or it is fluo-
rescent. Although simple to use. penetrants con miss defects if
the surtsce IS not adequately cleaned or the flaw is obstructed
with smeared metal.

R.diDIII,'pfJic E1Clmin,tiDft. Rac:liography employs X-ra'(s or
gamma rays 10 penetrate the test objecL h displays a permanent
picture 01 the test object's interior on radlog raphic film.
Radiographic limitations include, the need for adequate compo·
nent geometry. strict security of the test area and time to deyelop
and interpret the test film. Radiographic exammers require exten-
sive tra ining.
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Eddy Currents

'f,ig.1- EddV current flow.
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Fig. 2 - Depth 'of ,penetr,ation of eddy current flow.

Table 2 - Eddy Current Examination fmmu1las

One standard depth of penetration in inches: S = 1.98 '/lp/ll"f!,)]

where: p = resistivity in rntcrc-chrn-centimenters (f!ilcm)
f =testfrequency in Hertz 1Hz)
fl.,= magnetic permeability relative to air

(dimensionless)

For non-ferromagnetic materials, magnetic permeability is
co nsta nt rIl,= 1),

therefore: <') '" 1.98,f(p71j

Phase Diagram Construction:

Inductive reactance (Imaginary component) in ohms:
XL'" 21[*I"L

where: f=lest frequency in Hertz (Hz)
L = coif inductance in Henrys (H)

f1'" Hesistance in ohms (real component)

\1
I

I

z

e
"'------R

Initial coil impedance: Z= -J{Xt)2 + (11)2

Phase lag: e" arctan (X/II)
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Nonferromagnetics tioa is
Eddy current examination S = 1.98 ~[P/cr/lr)]

of nonferremagnetic materi- For ai.r and nonmagnetic
als is common. Alloys of materials the magnetic per-

magnetic field), which op-
poses tile primary magnetic
field (See Fig. 1).

Distortions in the sec-
ondary magnetic field creat-
ed by surface or sub-surface
flaws change the impedance
of the coil. The eddy current.
test equipment senses these
differences and displays the
changes 011 an oscilloscope
CRT, strip chart or other dis-
play recording device.
Electrical conductivity dif-
ferences between flaw
(cracks) and the homoge-
neous area of the test piece
allow the inspector to utilize
the eddy current equipment
for flaw detection.

aluminum, titanium, copper
and nickel are inspected reg-
ularly in aerospace power
generation, chemical and
petrochemical application .
Good candidates for eddy
current testing include air-
craft components and steam
generator/chiller tubes. Eddy
current examination is also
used for alloy sorting, hard-
ness testing, corrosion detec-
tion and coating thickness
evaluation ..

Magnetic permeability of
nonferromagnetic materials
is assumed to be constant,
allowing one to accurately
perform phase analysis cal-
culations. These calculations
allow the technician to accu-
rately determine inspection
parameters such as coil
impedance, phase angle and
eddy current penetration
depth, The eddy current
probe's test frequency, the
magnetic permeability of the
test material and its electrical
conductivity values are char-
acteristics affecnngthe den-

sity of tile eddy currents
throughout the test part.
Eddy currents are more
den e near the test coil.

This concentration of
eddy currents at the test
piece surface is defined as
the "skin effect." As the
eddy currents are generated
in tile test specimen, tile cur-
rent density decreases expo-
nentiajly. One standard
depth of penetration is
defined as the depth at
which the eddy currents
entering the test piece are
reduced to approximately
37% of those at the surface
(Fig. 2). The formula for one
standard depth of penetra-

meability is constant (see
Table 2). Therefore,

8 = 1.98 ~(plj).
Inductive reactance i the

opposition, independent of
resistance of a coil to the
flow of alternating current
By using the formula for
inductive reactance (assum-
ing the reacti ve component
is imaginary), Xl. = 2n*j'*L,.
and the given resistance for
the test piece (assuming the
resistive component is real),
a phase diagram, such as the
one hown in Table 2, can
be constructed.

From the phase diagram
(impedance graph) .. the
coil's initial impedance and
phase lag can be calculated.

z:: -J(xy + (R)2

a:: Arctan (X/R)
The difference in eddy

current. densities from the
surface to the interior of the
test material is known as
phase lag. After performing
these calculations, the in-
spector can be aware of all
of tile parameters and can
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accuratelyperform the exam-
ination on nonterromagaetic
materials. Knowing die exact
location of 'the eddy currents
is crucial when performing
an examination on steam
generator/chiller tubes.

Ferrumagnetics
Ferromagnetic materials

have long been considered
"off limits" 'to eddy current
examination because of ran-
dom magnetic permeability
change . These permeability
variance in ferromagnetic
materials make ordinary
phase analysis difficult unless
the material is magnetically
saturated. Without saturation •
permeability variances could
create signals that mask dis-
continuity signals.

Magnetization theory
states thatpenneabitlity CM. be
made relatively constant by
saturating the material with an
independent magnetizing
force. H" the test piece is com-
pletely saturated, magnetic
permeability can be consid-
ered constant. This would
allow for phase analysis cal-
culatlonsand an accurate
eddy current examination.
The inability to completely
saturate large ferromagnetic
components and then demag-
netize them after the exarnina-
tion isa major reason why
,eddy current examinatio»
tecl'mologies have not been
aggressively utilized for ferro-
magnetic materials=especial-
Iy for field applications in the
gear industry.

Eddy current examination
of ferrous materials is also
known as magneto-inductive
t.esting. This type of NDE
uses the induced electric cur-
rent as the source of the mag-
netic field. For the gearexam-
ination procedure. only the

Electromagnetic tech-
niques are most sensitive to
the test material, variables,
nearest the test coil due to
the "skia effect." The "skin
effect" :is the product of the
mutual interaction of the
eddy currents, the selected
test frequency, the test mate-
rial' electrical conducti vily
and its magnetic penneability.
Changes in coil impedance
created by surface (and
slightly sub-surface) flaws in
tile vicinity of the eddy cur-
rent probe are detected and
displayed on theeddy current
CRT. Unlike the case with
tubing applications, where
interior defects are scruti-
nized, Littleattention is devot-
ed to internal di continuities.
Magnetic permeability vari-
ances are still a difficulty, but
they aredramaticaUy reduced
by the effective utilizatiolll of
the "skin effect" phenome-
non. Since the inspection is
magneto-inductive (the mag-
netic field i derived from
inducedelectrical current), ~1l0

residual magnetic fields
remain once the examination
is completed.

Development,
During the Iate [980s,

Steven W. Pogue, an NDE
lab manager. developed the
eddy current gear examina-
han system to inspect large
diameter, open lubricant
gear. These gears were in
service on large capacity
draglines and!stripping shov-
els i.1'I the surface mi.ning
industry. Min.e personnel
wanted to e tablish .81 quanti-
tative NDE technique with-
out sacrificing production.
Magnetic particle examma-
tion of large gear systems
was not feasjble, Removal of
high-tack open gear lubricant

induced.currents at or near the for the sake of an inspection
surface are interpreted. was a chore not readily

mailto:diglit@erinet.com
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undertaken by maintenance
workers.

Because of the history of
'the nature and type of actual
gearlooth failures, the tooth
root area along the entire
face width of each tooth and
both ide edges becamethe
target area for the inspection.
Upper flank. pitch point and
upper face areas of each
tooth were not focused on
because of difficulties with
wear (pitting. spalhng and
metal push), Because eddy
current technology sense
homogeneous changes in the
test material near the probe.
indications 'produced by
tooth wear conditions would
be too numerousto interpret.

In early 1989. improve-
mentin the design of probes
all owed them to retain their
required sensitivity and be
usable in pile of lip to .25"
of lubrication on the gears.
Research and development
progressedat local mine ,
and by the fan of 1989 the
system was ready for use.

The eddy current gear
examination ystem for large
gears consi is of a porrable
eddy current machine, propri-
elary canning probe, vari-
'OI.lS cab:les, scrapers. cleaner
(solvent for initial cleaning
and noncblorinated for final
cleaning) and protective
clothing. A portable magnetic

magnetic particles are recom-
mended! for :flaw verification.
Thi "double orting" is <II

common. practice in nonde-
tructive examination.

Eddy ,Current
Examination

The procedure begins by
removing compacted lubrica-
tion from the tooth roots
using a root. scraper that
closely conforms to twice the
fillet rndius of 'the gear teeth.

Lubrication is also scraped
from the Iace width side
edges. The teeth are num-

bered for documentation and
repeatability .. If possible. sta-
Lio.Dary' reference points are
used for reporting. Then, if
they are acce sible, the side
edges of the teeth are scan-
ned. They 3I'e ala inspected
for flaws extending from
looth roots. It is advisable 10
follow the contour of the
tooth when scarming.

Two types of failure
modes exist when fatigue
cracks are detected in gear
tooth roots. The most com-
mon mode attempts to. split
the gear band. Crack: prop a-
gati.on ina rooth-to-touth
pattern ( hearing teeth from
the band) has also been regu-
larly documented. Fot:lowing
the tooth contour will detect.
either failure mode.

Once the side edges have
been inspected, the tooth. root
inspection follows. The
process. begin by selecting
the proper size root scan
probe. It is important to
choose a probe diameter that
clo ely matches the fillet
radius of the gear teeth. If the
proper size probe is not avail-
able. multiple passes UItrough
the tooth root. paying close
attention to the flank/root
junction areas of each tooth.
are recommended.

The scanning takes place
by moving the probe at a
controlled pace throughout
the entire face width of the
root being scanned (see F.ig.
3). If the remaining lubricant
in the roots is very tacky.
commercial lubricant is
applied in the roots to help
move the probe. At least two
passes through the root are
made to insure proper cover-
age .. ]f no indications (elec-
tronic ignal that point to

years"
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IFig. 5,-An NDE teebnician Iperforms a :sids,face IcaDi of a,IITIsli gear" An
indicatioDi signal is displaved 'onl the eddy ,current inmument (triggilling tile
I aad for fwther evalu tion; iii.!B!~-dou'bI8' sorting1.
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the existence of flaws)
appear onthe eddy current
instrument, the inspection.
proceeds 1,0 the next tooth
root. The examination ends
when all accessible tooth
roots have been inspected.

When a phase hift indica-
tion appears 011 the eddy cur-
rent instrument CRT (see Fig.
4), the inspection is halted for
indication evaluation. The
defect area is pinpointed using
communication between the
technician running 'the probe
and the technician imerpreting
the instrument, The precise
area is cleaned using solvents
and scanned again. ITthe indi-
cation disappears, the inspec-
tion continues.

The disappearing indica-
tiO.11 phenomenon is usually
callsed by metal flake com-
pacted in the remaining
lubrication. The eddy current
instrument eases a change
in magnetic permeability cre-
ated by the metal flake and
produces an indication sig-
nal. If the indication remains
after reexamination, further
evaluation is nece sary. The
suspected area. i cleaned
using a commercial, 0011-

chlorinated cleaner. and a
magnetic particle examine-
tion is performed. Indication
areas are documented (see Fig,
5). Shear (transverse) wave
ultra onics can sometimes
determine the depth of the
flaw at the client's request.
The defect depth evaluation
usually take placeefter the
eddy current examination is
completed.

Practical Examinations
Much initial work i:1I eddy

current testing was done on
mining equipment. Large
open gearing applications
(swing racking or bull gears
and their corresponding drive
pinions, for example) were

targeted. Flaws ranging from
minor cratches and pits to
severe cracks were detected.

In early 1'992, 'the steel
and aluminum roUing mill
industries began toadept
eddy current techniques.
Covers were removed from
oil-bathed gearboxes, expos-
ing multiple gears for exami-
nation. Indication . of flaws
have been found in the tooth
roots of large bull gears and
double-helical, high-speed
pinions. Eddy current tests
have also been performed in
roughing and finishing mm
stands, shear drive boxes and
vertical edger assemblies.
Oirindi ag mill (ball. rod,
autogenous and semi-autnge-
aous) and rotary kiln ring
gears (spur design) are very
similar to the gears found in
the mining industry ..These
are the applications for
which the eddy current gear
exarninaaion system was
designed. Fi.ndings from
these inspections parallel
those f:romother industries.

The Time It Takes
Gear inspection time is

directly proportional to the
number o,r indications en-
countered. depending heavi-
lyon the time it takes to
clean suspected areas and
perform the magnetic parti-
cle examination. The in-
spection pace is very rapid
on gears that are in good
condition, A large ring gear
(four segments, open lubri-
cation .. 38' outer diameter ..
26.5" face width,and 448
teeth) in service on a semi-
autogenous rom was, com-
pletelyexamined in eight
hours, lIl'c1ucling time for
cleaning all equipment. No
significant indications of
flaws were detected,

In another case, dur:ing
one eight-hour shift. a. min
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was taken affline,. one cover j usually nat completed all
was removed, [he gear was llarge gearing appli.cal:iolls to
inspected (with little help ~ the extent recommended by
from maintenance personnel) ~ the manufacturer. By per-
and the cover reinstalled. I. forming an eddy current

Obviously, when flaws " examination, engineering
are detected, the process ~and maintenance per onnel
takes longer. For example, i can be aware of potential
the i.nspecti.oll of a ring gear : problems quickly (usually
installed on a medium size j within eight to. ten hours).
mining shovel (one-piece j An enormous amount of
construction. open lubrica- man-hour savings, coupled
lion, 1.9' outer diameter, with increased production,
13.5 H face width and l S4 can be achieved by imple-
teeth) tockapproximately 1.0 menting the eddy current
hours. But 73 tooth roots examination technique as

shown in Fig. 6.
Upon comparison of non-

contained cracks. Flaw size
ranged from 0.125" to 8" in
length (see Fig. 5). destructi ve examination

methods (covering the same
precise area). eddy current
techniques are far superior to
magnetic particle and/or dye
penetrant methods. The main

Conclusion
Based on increased down-

time, labor. safety and envi-
ronmentali concerns, standard
magnetic panicle and/or dye
penetrant examinations are argument for this .is the fact

Eddy Current bamination vs Standard NDE
Examination Time Required

Large [)iameter Gears
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(gear movement/cover removal!.

IFig'.6i- Compari.son of requi~lId tim. f r ell'dy cwrrenllxami'ltatioll' Ind
Itandl~d INDE.
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that the potential for human
error is greater using the
magnetic particleand/or dye
penetrant techniques. Less,
reliance nn component
cleaning. lighting conditions
and eyesight make eddy cur-
rent testing the more depend-
able examination method.
Because of the localized scan
design of the 'eddy current
system and the wide cover-
age areas (tooth faces) of me
other method, accurate
examination method compar-
isons could not be completed
for an entire gear.

For production and main-
tenance planning taffs with
adequate resources, the new
eddy current and standard
NDE methods work weB
together. An ,effective use of
eddy currentand magnetic
particle examination tech-
nologies provides far excel-
lent preventi ve mainte-
nance. An eddy current
examinanon on an annual
basis will pinpoint potential-
ly hannful discontinuities at
the earliest point in time. A
100% looth profile magnetic
particle/dye penetrant exam-
ination should be performed
at five-year intervals to
check for tooth wear and
profile flaws.

Because of demands for
increased production and the
downtime required to per-
form standard NDE tech-
niques, gear examinations
are frequently performed
inadequately or not at all.
For maintenance and engi-
neering personnel worried
about the downtime needed
for a gear inspection, the
eddy current gear examina-
tion system. quickly elimi-
nates doubts whether a
potentialily harmful condition
exists ill a pruticuJar gearing
application, 0
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